2007 camry fuse box location

The sensor is heated by an electric heating element built inside the sensor. This is needed to
quickly warm up the sensor to normal operating temperature when the car is started. Often the
Check engine light may come on after the vehicle has been started cold. See: How to check a
fuse. Advertisement - Continue reading below How the code P is diagnosed: The code P is a
pure electric code and is easy to diagnose using a multimeter. In many cars, the battery voltage
is supplied through a fuse and relay to the sensor heating element. The ground for the heating
element comes from the PCM. See the example of step-by-step diagnostic with photos for the
code P below. Correct diagnostic procedure can be found in the service manual for your
vehicle. We posted several websites that provide access to a service manual for a subscription
fee at the bottom of this page. Here are a few common problems known to cause the code P in
different cars: In some Acura, Honda, Lexus and Toyota vehicles, the failed sensor heating
element is known to cause this code. The resistance should be low, typically between 0.
Specifications for different cars can be found in the service manual. Replacing the sensor often
solves the problem. In some Chrysler vehicles, the code P can be caused by incorrect
replacement sensor. Different types of sensor can be used on the same car, depending on the
date the car was produced. It's important to verify the correct part number of the sensor by the
vehicle VIN number. Corrosion at the oxygen sensor connector is known to cause this code in
many cars. The sensor connector must be inspected for corrosion. If the corrosion is present,
the terminals must be cleaned, or the connector must be replaced. For example, the Chrysler
TSB for the Dodge Ram, recommends repairing the sensor wiring harness with a special repair
kit. In some older Mazda cars, the corroded wiring inside the fuse box can cause the code P
This can be confirmed by checking the 12V power and ground at the sensor. The code is P
According to the service manual for this car, the first step is to clear the code and see if it
comes back. This is needed to see if the code is intermittent or always present. We erased the
code and started the car. The Check Engine comes back on immediately with the same code.
The next step according to the manual for this Honda, is to turn the ignition switch to LOCK
position and check the No. The location of the fuse is noted on the back of the fuse box cover.
See more: How to check a fuse. We tested the relay, it was working too. According to the
service manual, the resistance should be between 2. As you can see, it measures at 2. We
installed the new sensor and cleared the code. The Check Engine light did not come back, this
car is fixed. There is no standard color marking. In this Honda the heating element were black,
but in some other cars they could be gray, white or another color. It's best to consult the service
manual for your car. We posted links to several sites where you can access a service manual for
a subscription fee in this page. It's not very difficult, but it requires a special oxygen sensor
socket. How to inspect a used car How to check the engine when buying a used car What
mileage is OK for a used car? Its freshening offered upgraded interior electronics, more intuitive
controls, reduced cabin noise, suspension tweaks, and more interesting exterior styling. In
most cases, automotive warranties are based on the vehicle identification number VIN , and the
warranty will be valid regardless of ownership. The dealership can tell you exactly how much
warranty is left. The Reliability score is based on our latest subscriber survey of Toyota Camry
owners. The owner comments describe problems respondents experienced with this vehicle.
Bluetooth , voice control commands, steering wheel controls, portable music device interface e.
Blind spot indicator intermittently malfunctions-dealer unable to fix". The glare from the sun
makes is impossible". The screen hangs, and the displays "ended" but the screen is frozen and
the stereo does not return. I am forced to reboot the Entune system which". Checked with
dealer; no updates available; vehicle has all updates already installed. Issue still "up in the air"".
Must turn off car and restart to unfreeze". It froze and the only way to get it started was to stop
turn off the car and turn the car back on. Dealer stat". This lasts about seconds and happens 1
out of every times". This seems to happen more when the dash board is hot from sitting in the
sun or during long trips. This makes it impossible to lower the bass on the radio, answer a cell
phone call or respond to text messages. The problem existed when we were considering the
car. I found a TSB report about it which said the only fix was to replace the unit entirely. The
dealership agreed to replace the radio as part of our purchase, so we bought the car and took it
back when the new radio came in. It was replaced for free, all parts and labor. Very frustrating if
I am using GPS". Also, speaker microphone for telephone discussion is terrible and they do not
seem to fix it". It can freeze at any time but seems more prone to stop working when car
dashboard is in the sun and gets hot. Screen also has become shifted so that trying to press
items toward the bottom is impossible". Apparently, the screen is integrated with the radio.
Both were replaced by Toyota under warranty". Once the screen shuts off, everything goes off
and has to re-boot". When reported to Toyota Dealer, they ordered a new screen and replaced it
about 3 weeks later. I am happy with the repairs". Happens when I try to select an app i. Will not
respond to touch and I have to turn car off and back on to unfreeze the display. Not sure yet

why this is; have contacted Toyota for help". Background noise while driving muffles phone".
Thank you Apple for built in obsolescence. Bluetooth pairing is unreliable. The navigation
system froze and stopped working. Every time I reset it, it freezes again". After turning off the
car and restarting the engine the clock and navigation system worked for a very short time and
then stopped". Part of the time the map hides the only clock. Gives wrong directions. Talks too
much. Preferences difficult to find. It often selects a indirect or undesirable route". Don't know if
it's a setting, but I tried to stop it with no success. Also, the map doesn't show small streets
when away from the main roads. I had to engage the tracker to have some sort of reference. Will
not populate the map. On those occasions when it works marginally it is still prone to randomly
stop and start.. Does not always give accurate information. Very slow, by the time navigation
recognizing the street I am long passed it.. I use my iPhone for navigation. Bottom line the GPS
is a piece of garbage. With absolutely no dealer help to repair". Suggests not best routes". We
no longer use it because it does not seem to understand our voice commands". Instead of
enabling the control operation, a coordinate is selected on the screen. Also, at times I was
unable to input detinations. I guess the Toyota tech just re-booted it and updated the maps.
Toyota's "Infotainment System" and gps isn't the most intuitive in the industry to begin with.
People don't buy them for that; the cars and trucks don't break down - especially the engine and
drivetrain. But even the peripherals are the most reliable, e. I would love to use my in dash nav
system but I choose not to because of the cost. Toyota replaced hardware under extended
warranty. A few technicians looked at the problem without resolution. Toyota dealership doesn't
have any answers yet about this problem". And when on phone, callers report that they do not
hear my voice well". Unexplained loss of pairing multiple times". There was a firmware update
but the clock disappeared so they had to replace the system. Now it's doing the same thing as
before". The salesperson had no trouble entering all of our smartphones. When I upgraded my
phone, The settings screen had become unusable for entering a new phone. The onscreen
button had dropped below the bottom of the screen. I have found out that Toyota has a software
fix; available only at the dealer. I was told that I would have to leave the vehicle for at least a
day. From what the dealer said, there is no urgency to help the vehicle owner fix this problem.
Question: Why was't this made available to download, and update, the screen, by bluetooth or
usb slot? Probably one of the most reliable on the market. The previous Camry had no such
issues. None of the sound controls except volume, work. The System is a piece of garbage and
Toyota ought to be ashamed". Also display screen was frozen". There are 10 speakers in 8
locations in my car. Sadly, 7 of those speakers are in the front of the car, and 2 of the remaining
3 in the back are tiny. After properly balancing the output front to back, side to sid". Ido not
understand I will say things like find golf courses near me. Its response has nothing to do with
golf courses". The device has come completely off the tracks. Dealer refused to fix stating issue
was not covered under extended warranty. Intermittent rattle in ceiling headliner. Intermittent
groaning noise from front left wheel when making left turns only". I have place a black rubber
washer between the right hand side of the center stack and the glove compartment casing to
eliminate". It sounds like an engine knock. I have not mentione it while having the car serviced I
forget ". Rattles were the biggest issue, especially on any but the smoothest road. I have taken
the vehicle in for warranty work three times to address rattles different ones each time , usually
resulting in the dealer removing interior panels, adding foam, and reinstalling the panels. I had
panels worked on in the doors, around the windshield, and the top of the dashboard. They come
and go and appear in different places. My has no such rattles. Took several trips to the dealer to
find and resolve the problem. Problem fixed under warranty. Also present in my daughter's
identical Camry. Goes from one side to the other. Doesn't do it all the time and didn't make
noise when I took it in to the dealer so they didn't do anything. Said to come back when they
can hear it. The 2nd time, they had the car for 2 days to complete the repair". Dealer not able to
reproduce noise". When pushing on the rear end there's a squeaking sound. I plan to take it into
the dealer next week". The dealer has unsuccessfully tried to fix it four times". Helped to reduce
the noise level considerably.. Apparently this is not an unusual problem since the box for the
replacement said "Dash Kit. Cannot find the sourece". This makes it difficult for them to find but
it extremely annoying". Also intermittent mechanical squeak nothing under the wiperblade
when the wipers on on intermittent. Both problems have been looked at but the squeak is
intermittent so hard to diagnose". Had dealer attempt to fix rattle. Even worse rattle in dash
now! I've been procrastinating. Very,very irritating. Every time the car goes over something
uneven, such as the driveway, speedbump, it makes glass creaking noise. There are other little
rattles, not quite as bad. I believe it is a part of the exhaust with no missing screws or other
damaged elements visible, so there appears to be no way to stop the noise. The worst one was
between the touch screen and the dashboard since it was very loud and obnoxious. The dealer
never could fix it. I ended up squirting teflon spray around the touch screen and that cured it. I

know, weird. Mechanic is mystified. Have to visit dealer oh no ". I've never found the cause. I
don't think it is trim, but it is right forward and sounds like it could be interior. It would benefit
from dampening or insulation. When test driving the equivalent Honda Accord, it was much
quieter. The same applied with Lexus part of the Toyota family of vehicles. For a top-trim Camry,
my expectation was for a quieter ride. Will never buy another Toyota! Rides like a log truck! By
Windows or seals rtc". Don't know how y'all rate this car like you do. It rides like a Mack truck ,
road noise is terrible. My lincolin is quite and smooth no problems my two Chevrolet trucks ride
quite and smooth no road noise. Can't get service on the Toyota will never buy a Toyota
product again!!! Dealership checked out multiple times, acknowledges there is a problem, but
could never find a fix. Also checked for any maintenance bulletins, but found none. I had let
them know that in your auto surveys, you list noise as a factor for this model year. Although I
tried to get you to give me more information multiple times, but you would never respond with
anything useful or material. Very nice riding car but on short test drives this issue is hard to
detect but very annoying. My 07, even at over 10 years old was far quieter. Both are LE models".
Gets even worse above 60 mph. Taken it to dealership to check out 3 times. They've driven with
me and heard it. Still cannot identify what it is or how to fix it. Paint fading, chalking, cracking,
or peeling , loose interior and exterior trim or moldings, rust. One dealer told me we would have
to replace the entire bumper assembly but our selling dealer found a fix. I consider it a design
flaw. The connectors have torn through the cheap plastic that the panels are made of and
cannot be repaired without complete replacement. This would all be out of pocket so I have not
had them repaired but they look awful and I believe it is a design flaw that has caused this to
happen. No assistance offered from Toyota". Also "plastic" headlights impos. The place where
the pin holds it cracked plastic so it can't be repaired. I would have to replace the entire panel.
Dealer maintenance says this is common. Replaced numerous times. They come loose, or pop
out entirely; and replacements are not always easy to find or reasonably priced. Problem
confined to front panels in front for the front wheel wells. I find ones in the street to replace
mine. Seller had painted over the bare spots and it peeled off. Not a major problem but a small
annoyance". I have been notified by Toyota that there is a recall over the paint failure and I'll be
notified when to bring it in for fixing. Molding around window loose and fading. Very
disappointed in paint job. Had th3 same issue with my Toyota Highlander". Dealer was
supposed to call me with an appointment to have it painted. Never did call and the problem has
gotten worse the past few weeks. Looks like I'll have to contact them. Rubbed through the paint
causing it to rust". The dealer stated that the rust was due to the paint being chipped and
therefore was not covered by the warrantee. However to show "good intent" they fixed the rust
problem. I have quite a bit of experience with rust due to my career and I can assure anyone that
this was rust that was formed under the paint and not due to the paint being chipped". Antilock
system ABS , parking brake, master cylinder, calipers, rotors, pulsation or vibration, squeaking,
brake failure or wear. Had metal grinding on braking from right rear as first problem. Drove to
dealer, who Scheduled car in. Next day complete loud metal grinding, had car towed. Calipers
on right so bad, no pads left, rotor had to be resurfaced. Other 3 wheels ok. Since brakes are
done in pairs, left rear was done. I've owned Camry's since This is first time I've been not been
happy with a Toyota. My Camry better car, interior more comfortable, less noise, heavier car,
etc. Both the caliper and rotor had to be replaced. Finally complained and they fixed it right
away". The following weekend, we noticed a faint high-pitched squealing sound that only
seemed to occur at higher speeds. We almost never drove this car on the highway, so it was an
easy problem to ignore, until several months later, it gave way to a grinding sound ALL the time.
The brakes had worn away and had worn the rotors so that everything needed replacement. I'm
convinced it was the inept service that we had received at the routine oil change which resulted
in the brake issue, but the dealer wouldn't admit their fault, and we were out several hundred
dollars. True, we should've visited the dealer immediately when we noticed the issue, but with a
packed schedule and kids, it's very hard to take a half day off to hang around a dealership
trying to convince them to fix the problem that they caused, free of charge. Needed replacing
prematurely. Brakes had serious rust damage that required replacement". It happened after a
service. Took it back to the dealership and they fixed it. Alternator, starter, hybrid battery and
related systems, regular battery, battery cables, engine harness, coil, ignition switch, electronic
ignition, distributor or rotor failure, spark plugs and wires failure. Fixed by dealer in approx.
They agreed to replace under warranty 4 months ago and I'm still waiting for the part. Also
replaced light sensor under warranty I still don't think works right and fixed rust under warranty.
Several other electronic systems malfunction but not fixed as "unable to replicate"". Told that I
need to drive the car every day because it takes driving it to keep battery charged. Seems like I
always lose time the day after I have used windshield wipers. Don't use wipers often in
California I don't use phone in car or phone charging or any of that. I only use radio and then

also air conditioning once in a while. I do not drive much because I am retired and 70, but feel I
am forced to drive every day to recharge battery. Broken wire. There is a blind spot in the radius
of the right turn of about 25 feet. The Toyota service department says this is normal and
recommends fog light installation. I consider this a major safety problem. Other than this issue,
the Camry performs admirably". The service dept. They could not figure out how to replace the
fuse. I have been waiting 7 weeks for them to get me an appointment to have fuse replaced.
Very frustrating. Conclusion, a buyer should not have to be inconvenienced because the Sales
Dept. This should be totally transparent to the buyer when purchasing a new vehicle from the
dealership". I am able to reinstall but do not hear the "click" of the tabs that connect it to the
roof". It finally required an hour of shop time to get the assembly to stay in. It has not been a
problem since it was repaired under warranty". If you insert a USB device the same song plays
over and over until you hit browse and choose song, artist or composure and it only plays in
alphabetical order. If the car or radio is shu". Muffler, pipes, catalytic converter, exhaust
manifold, leaks. The ripped holes had a lot of burn marks around them. The heat shield ended
up not being attached to anything. The dealership tried to tell me that something grabbed on to
it an pulled out. Nothing could have gotten in there and pulled it down. Luckily the Camry was
still in". This something new to me and the dealer has not explained how its supposed to
function". Three and a half months after I bought the car, the entire head unit was replaced.
Everything seems to be fine now". After stopping car and restarting engine system was
restored". Doesn't work well with Pandora even though my phone is listed as compatible on
their webite". Sometimes after multiple presses they work, other times they don't". Will take into
dealership. Does this for several minutes on-and-off, then operates normally for months. Even
during 3-year warranty, dealer states they won't fix it even though I have a video of the
malfunction. They say the technician needs to see the problem happen. System would freeze
display until car was restarted then BSM would reset. Finally they saw it and replaced a sensor
under warranty. Shocks or struts, ball joints, tie rods, wheel bearings, alignment, steering
linkage includes rack and pinion , power steering pumps and hoses, leaks , wheel balance,
springs or torsion bars, bushings, electronic or air suspension. Also vibrates when at stop". A
routine checkup showed malalignment and uneven tire wear front tires. All four tires were
replaced. Cold air blows for far too long. Power or manual windows, locks and latches, tailgate,
hatch or trunk, doors or sliding doors, mirrors, seat controls, safety belts, sunroof, convertible
top. Promptly replaced at no charge, no further troubles". There is a service bulletin for many
years, yet Toyota does not fix the problem outside of the three year warranty. The dealership
nevertheless installed a new one at no charge". Aftermarket caps will not work has to be a
Toyota part". Cruise control, clock, warning lights, body control module, keyless entry, wiper
motor or washer, tire pressure monitor, interior or exterior lights, horn, gauges, 12V power plug,
remote engine start, alarm or security system. Warranty replaced the battery. Replacement
baterry also failed after i11 months. Now on the third battery. Car is only 25 months old". Had to
be towed late at night". Gear selector or linkage, leaks, transmission computer, transmission
sensor or solenoid, clutch adjustment, rough shifting, slipping transmission. On two occasions
I had no speedometer or tachometer until restarting the car". Returned week later and asked
that a different tech check the leak. Fluid found leaking around bolts. Transmission replaced.
Repairs were made under warranty, but I'm uncertain about the soundness of the car having
had these problems with so few miles driven". Accessory belts and pulleys, engine computer,
engine mounts, engine knock or ping, oil leaks. Should not fail in a car under miles that has
always been driven with great care. But, as I understand it involved a plate under engine that
had moved and let the oil slowly leak. Transmission rebuild or replacement, torque converter,
clutch replacement. It took all day. The repair solved the issue. Toyota replaced it. Took a month
because of nonavailability of new transmission. Had to go back a 2nd time because they did not
adjust it correctly". When tire was refilled symbol no longer illuminated. Engine rebuild or
replacement, cylinder head, head gasket, turbo or supercharger, timing chain or timing belt.
Radiator, cooling fan, antifreeze leaks, water pump, thermostat, overheating. Reactivate now to
get the information you were looking for! If you feel you have received this message in error,
please view our customer care FAQs or access your account information here. Sign In. Become
a Member. Remember Me. Not a member? Need further assistance? Please call Member
Services at Unlock Ratings. New Used Toyota Camry Change Vehicle. The Camry delivers
smooth, dependable transportation skewed toward comfort and convenience. There is 1 recall
on this vehicle. Learn More. See All. Owner Satisfaction. Crash and Rollover Tests. Road Test
Results. Performance Performance. Acceleration Acceleration Acceleration tests are conducted
on a smooth, flat pavement straightaway at the track. The time in seconds that a vehicle takes to
reach 60 mph from a standstill with the engine idling. Transmission Transmission Transmission
performance is determined by shifting smoothness, response, shifter action, and clutch

actuation for manual transmissions. Fuel Economy Fuel Economy We perform our own
fuel-economy tests, independent of the government's often-quoted EPA figures and the
manufacturers' claims. Using a precise fuel-flow measuring device spliced into the fuel line, we
run two separate circuits to represent city and highway consumption. CR's Overall Mileage CR's
Overall Mileage CR's overall mileage is a composite of measured fuel usage on a prescribed city
course and highway cruising; and CR's mile test trip of mixed driving, if tested. In recent road
tests, we've discontinued the mile trip test. Braking Braking The braking rating is a composite
of wet and dry stopping distances and pedal feel. Braking distance is from 60 mph, with no
wheels locked. Emergency Handling Emergency Handling Several factors go into the rating,
including the avoidance maneuver speed and confidence, as well as how the vehicle behaves
when pushed to its limit. Ride Ride Our expert judgment of how well the suspension isolates
and absorbs road imperfections and how steady it keeps the body on various road surfaces.
Noise Noise Our expert judgment of the vehicle's interior noise level in everyday driving. Front
Seat Comfort Front Seat Comfort Our judgment of how comfortable the front seat is for drivers
of various heights. Rear Seat Comfort Rear Seat Comfort Our judgment of how comfortable the
rear seat is for two passengers to sit across. Emissions Emissions. Greenhouse Gas
Greenhouse Gas The Greenhouse Gas Rating represents the amount of carbon dioxide the
vehicle emits compared to other vehicles of the same model year. This score from the EPA
ranges from 1 worst to 10 best. Smog Rating Smog Rating The Smog Rating represents the
amount of health-damaging and smog-forming airborne pollutants the vehicle emits compared
to other vehicles of the same model year. Owner Reports. Worse Better. Reliability History
Reliability History The reliability charts are based on responses on hundreds of thousands of
vehicles from our latest Annual Auto Survey. Consumer Reports subscribers reported on any
serious problems they had with their vehicles during the past 12 months that they considered
serious because of cost, failure, safety, or downtime, in any of the trouble spots included in the
table below. The results are presented relative to the average model that year. Extra weight is
given to the more serious areas such as major engine or transmission problems. Based on this
data and further analysis, we predict reliability for the latest year. An X indicates that the vehicle
was not manufactured for a specific year. Engine Major Engine Major Engine rebuild or
replacement, cylinder head, head gasket, turbo or supercharger, timing chain or timing belt.
Engine Minor Engine Minor Accessory belts and pulleys, engine computer, engine mounts,
engine knock or ping, oil leaks. Engine Cooling Engine Cooling Radiator, cooling fan, antifreeze
leaks, water pump, thermostat, overheating. Transmission Major Transmission Major
Transmission rebuild or replacement, torque converter, clutch replacement. Transmission Minor
Transmission Minor Gear selector or linkage, leaks, transmission computer, transmission
sensor or solenoid, clutch adjustment, rough shifting, slipping transmission. View all Reliability.
Owner Satisfaction Owner Satisfaction To learn about satisfaction, CR has collected survey
data from our annual survey on more than half a million vehicles. Our subscribers provide great
insights into their satisfaction by answering one simple question: If they had it to do all over
again, would they definitely buy or lease the same model? In addition, respondents also rate
their cars in six categories: driving experience, comfort, value, styling, audio, and climate
systems. Driving Experience Driving Experience Includes acceleration and handling. Comfort
Comfort Includes seats, climate control, noise, and ride. Value Value Did you get what you
wanted relative to the price you paid? Styling Styling How it looks inside and out. View all
Owner Satisfaction. Safety Equipment. ABS available, standard from Side and head protection
air bags available from , standard from ESC available from , standard from Forward collision
warning and automatic emergency braking available from , standard from Drive Wheels.
Coverage varies among versions of this vehicle. Read more about extended warranties. Body
Styles. Transmissions Available. Engines Available. What Owners Say. The glare from the sun
makes is impossible" Trish R. I am forced to reboot the Entune system which" Jim C. Issue still
"up in the air"" Timothy N. Must turn off car and restart to unfreeze" Marie H. Dealer stat"
Richard K. This lasts about seconds and happens 1 out of every times" David R. Screen also
has become shifted so that trying to press items toward the bottom is impossible" Anonymous,
Toyota Camry Unsure 2. Both were replaced by Toyota under warranty" Anthony E. I am happy
with the repairs" Daniel S. Background noise while driving muffles phone" Marie H. After
turning off the car and restarting the engine the clock and navigation system worked for a very
short time and then stopped" Bruce V. With absolutely no dealer help to repair" Jay S. We no
longer use it because it does not seem to understand our voice commands" Dennis F. Now it's
doing the same thing as before" William M. The System is a piece of garbage and Toyota ought
to be ashamed" Jay S. Also display screen was frozen" Anthony E. After properly balancing the
output front to back, side to sid" Trip T. Air or water leaks "The sealing around the sliding
window on the top did not work and water poured in, causing the car to be undrivable until fixed

by a body shop. I have place a black rubber washer between the right hand side of the center
stack and the glove compartment casing to eliminate" Joe B. I have not mentione it while having
the car serviced I forget " Dennis F. Dealer not able to reproduce noise" S M. I plan to take it into
the dealer next week" Jack M. Have to visit dealer oh no " Glen S. Both are LE models" Doug B.
No assistance offered from Toyota" Scott M. I have quite a bit of experience with rust due to my
career and I can assure anyone that this was rust that was formed under the paint and not due
to the paint being chipped" Anonymous, ON Toyota Camry Hybrid XLE 2. Other than this issue,
the Camry performs admirably" Michael S. This should be totally transparent to the buyer when
purchasing a new vehicle from the dealership" Linda B. I am able to reinstall but do not hear the
"click" of the tabs that connect it to the roof" Joe B. It has not been a problem since it was
repaired under warranty" Robert A. If the car or radio is shu" David R. Luckily the Camry was
still in" William R. This something new to me and the dealer has not explained how its supposed
to function" Michael H. Everything seems to be fine now" Mark O. After stopping car and
restarting engine system was restored" Bruce V. Doesn't work well with Pandora even though
my phone is listed as compatible on their webite" Kevin M. Alignment "Was pulling to left on
occasion" Ellis B. Promptly replaced at no charge, no further troubles" Larry B. The dealership
nevertheless installed a new one at no charge" Charles H. Aftermarket caps will not work has to
be a Toyota part" Jody L. Car is only 25 months old" Roderick B. Repairs were made under
warranty, but I'm uncertain about the soundness of the car having had these problems with so
few miles driven" Anonymous, SD Toyota Camry XLE 2. Traction control "Traction control
symbol illuminated about 4 times possibly due to a deflated tire. See All Trouble Spots. Change
Vehicle. Ready to Shop Local Inventory? Select Another Vehicle. More From Consumer Reports.
Make a Donation Newsletters Give a Gift. You no longer have digital access to ratings and
reviews. Ad vertisements. In this article, we consider the second -generation Toyota Camry
XV20 , produced from to Here you will find fuse box diagrams of Toyota Camry , , , and , get
information about the location of the fuse panels inside the car, and learn about the assignment
of each fuse fuse layout. There are two or three fuse blocks in the engine compartment of this
Toyota Camry, depending on the version and equipment. How to check the fuses? How to
replace a blown fuse? Why do car fuses blow? Types of automotive fuses. Table of Contents.
Passenger Compartment Fuse Box. Engine Compartment Fuse Box. Learn more: How to check
the fuses? We use cookies to ensure that we give you the best experience on our website. If you
continue to use this site we will assume that you are happy with it. Ok Privacy policy. Gauges
and meters, back-up lights, cruise control system, charging system, traction control system,
daytime running light
2016 chevy trax owners manual
vw sand rail engine
freightliner columbia parts diagram
system, power windows, service reminder indicators and warning buzzers. Gauge and meter,
audio system, cigarette lighter, glove box light, clock, instrument panel light control, service
reminder indicators, air conditioning control panel lights, ashtray light, emergency flasher,
daytime running light system, seat heater control system, rear window defogger, electronically
controlled automatic transmission system. Cigarette lighter, shift lock control system, power
rear view mirror controls, theft deterrent system, power door lock system, SRS airbag system,
seat belt pretensioners, outside rear view mirror defogger, air conditioning system. Theft
deterrent system, daytime running light system, clock, locking with wireless remote control
system, ignition switch light, personal light, trunk light, electric moon roof, interior light, vanity
mirror light, door courtesy light, power door lock system. Cruise control system, anti-lock brake
system, SRS airbag system, seat belt pretensioners 7.

